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We report an extra freedom to modulate the femtosecond laser energy distribution to control the surface ablated structures through a copper-grid mask. Due to the reduced deposited pulse energy by changing the scanning speed or the pulse fluence, a sequential evolution of three distinctly different surface patterns with periodic distributions is formed, namely, striped ripple lines, ripple microdots, and surface modification. By changing the scanning speed, the number of the multiple dots in a lattice can be modulated. Moreover, by exploring the ablation process through the copper grid mask, it shows an abnormal enhanced ablation effect with strong dependence of the diffraction-aided fs laser ablated surface structures on polarization direction. The sensitivity shows a quasi-cosinusoid-function with a periodicity of π/2. Particularly, the connection process of striped ripple lines manifests a preferential formation direction with the laser polarization. © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

Surface micro/nano-structures on bulk solids with controllable morphologies and arrangements have been attracting great attention due to their scientific and technological properties in controlling optical,1,2 mechanical,3 wetting,1,4 chemical,5 biological,6 and other properties. Significant effort has been devoted to the exploration of effective approaches for realizing various controllable surface patterning. Laser treatment is one of the main techniques for designing nano- and microstructures due to its excellent controllability of the surface micro/nanostructures compared to other processes.2,7–9 Especially in recent years, femtosecond (fs) laser surface micro/nanostructuring has been demonstrated as a versatile technology for producing a large variety of micro/nanostructured materials suitable for a wide range of applications.10–12

It has been shown that it is possible to pattern nanostructured films by irradiating thin films on solid substrates by a diffraction controlled nonuniform laser beam irradiation.13,14 More recently, investigations reveal that extra-assisted means can be used to manipulate the surface micro/nanostructures under fs laser irradiation. For example, Shen et al. reported the fabrication of regular arrays of silicon microspikes by fs laser irradiation through a mask.15 Zywietz et al. demonstrated a laser printing technique for fabricating periodic arrays of silicon nanoparticles.16 Wang et al. reported a micro/nanopatterning by fs laser irradiation through a pinhole.17 Two of the essential challenges of laser induced surface micro/nanostructures are the control of the morphologies of the individual objects and the control of their arrangements. Here, we report the observation of fs laser induced surface transformation modulation through a copper mask. The experimental results demonstrate a sequential evolution of striped ripple lines, ripple microdots, and surface modification formation by deliberately modulating the scanning speed or the pulse fluence at the fixed diffraction distance. Meanwhile, the minimum number of the multiple dots by varying the scanning speed shows close correspondence with the simulation result based on a semi-quantitative Fresnel diffraction model. An abnormal enhancement ablation characteristic with a polarization-dependent sensitivity is observed, and it exhibits a quasi-cosinusoid-function distribution with a π/2 periodicity.

The experimental setup (Fig. 1) is similar to that in our previous studies.18 The fs laser pulse (1 kHz, τ = 50 fs (FWHM), and λ = 800 nm) travels through the dichroic mirror (DM) and is focused through an achromatic doublet (f = 100 mm) on the surface of standard one-side-polished p-type (111) Si chip (10 mm × 10 mm × 1 mm). The focus point is set on the surface by moving the sample along the z-direction until the damage on the surface is most severe. The focal spot size (width at the waist defined by 1/e2 point) of the Gaussian beam is measured as 30 μm. As shown in Fig. 1

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the optical setup. Inset depicts the relative angle (θ) between directions of the linearly polarized fs laser and the sample coordinate. The red arrow represents the linear polarization direction of fs laser. HWP: half-wave plate; P: polarizer; S1: shutter; WS: white-light source; BS: beam splitter; L1: convex lens; DM: dichroic mirror; L2: achromatic doublet; S2: sample.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4938244]
respectively. The laser fluence is 0.15 J/cm². By reducing the laser polarization direction and the x-axis and D is the diffraction distance between copper mask and the sample surface. The square opening grid is 30-μm-thick and 19-μm-width, and the center distance between two adjacent grids is 25 μm. All experiments are performed in air at room temperature under normal incidence. After irradiation, the mask is removed and the resulting surface morphology is characterized by a scanning electron microscope (SEM).

For suitable pulse energies and scanning speeds, the sample surface will appear with three typical morphologies. Figs. 2(a)–2(f) are the diffraction-aided fs laser ablated samples (the black dotted line marked-area, Figs. 2(b) and 2(g)) with the spacing of the two adjacent dots of ~2.5 ± 0.5 μm can be observed with v = 200 μm/s. For v = 300 μm/s, the magnitude of the dots decreases (Fig. 2(c)) while the spacing keeps nearly unchanged. A 5 × 5 lattice of ripples is formed when v = 500 μm/s with the adjacent spacing decreasing to ~2 ± 0.5 μm, as shown in Fig. 2(d). The number of the dots in a lattice keeps increasing to 6 × 6 with the adjacent spacing decreasing to ~1.5 ± 0.5 μm when v = 600 μm/s. Increase v to 700 μm/s, a new transformation of surface modification appears with a 7 × 7 lattice distribution. And the adjacent spacing is decreased to ~1 ± 0.5 μm. After the laser pulse propagates through the diffraction aperture, the energy distribution of laser pulse presents periodicity variation in spatial. Surface modification is formed when the peak fluence of the periodically deposited laser energy is below the ablation threshold. With increase of the deposited pulse energy, surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are excited when the periodically redistributed areas turn to a metallic state20–22 and subsequent interference between its electrical field with that of the incident laser beam resulting in the periodic ripple structure formation.22,23 Furthermore, it can be seen that multiple dots near the grid lines are larger than that in the central area. This indicates that the energy density at the grid lines is greater. Especially, the striped ripple lines are supposed to be a connection between the ripple microdots when the scanning speed is relatively low (Fig. 2(a)), and the detailed impact factor will be described further later.

A semi-quantitative Fresnel diffraction model (see supplementary material24 Section F) is used to analyze the diffraction characteristics induced by a square aperture.25 By solving the Fresnel diffraction equations (Equation (S6) in the supplementary material24), we can get the intensity distribution. For D = 25 μm, the corresponding calculated relative intensity distribution is presented in Fig. 2(h) as a function of the horizontal position in the surface plane. One can observe the minimum number of the multiple dots by varying the scanning speed, which shows a close correspondence with the simulation result. Some typical results with different D are shown in Figs. 3(a), 3(c), 3(e), and 3(f). 3 × 3, 4 × 4, 5 × 5, and 6 × 6 lattice intensity distribution can be clearly identified with D = 20 μm, D = 25 μm, D = 30 μm, and D = 35 μm, respectively. It implies that the number of the micro-peak intensities increases as D increases. To confirm the effect of diffraction distance on the distribution of the optical field, a reduced distance of D ≈ 20 μm by placing the

![FIG. 2. (a)–(f) SEM images of the fs laser irradiated spots through the square copper grids in different scanning speeds. (a) 100 μm/s; (b) 300 μm/s; (c) 400 μm/s; (d) 500 μm/s; (e) 600 μm/s; (f) 700 μm/s. Inset (g) shows a magnification of 4 × 4 lattice dots in (b); (h) the corresponding calculated normalized electric field distribution with a 4 × 4 lattice. An arrow in (f) is provided to assist the reader in locating the surface modification; the red double-headed arrow and blue arrow indicate the polarization direction and the scanning direction, respectively. The polarization direction and the scanning direction are fixed from (a) to (f).](image-url)
copper grids tightly on the surface of sample (Fig. S1 in the supplementary material) is performed. The minimum number of the multiple dots of \( \frac{3}{C_2} \) lattice (\( D/C_2 \)) and \( \frac{4}{C_2} \) lattice (\( D/C_2 \)) is shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d), respectively. The separation width in the horizontal and vertical directions of the minimum number of the multiple dots array with fixed \( D \) shows a good correspondence with the semi-quantitative theoretical simulations.

The aforementioned results demonstrate an abnormal phenomenon that the number of the multiple dots can be controlled by changing the laser scanning parameters under fixed diffraction distance. This is not consistent with the previous classical theory of Fresnel diffraction that the diffraction pattern is determined by the diffraction distance. The formation of the multiple dots can be considered as the repetition of the two-step process (as shown in Fig. S2 in the supplementary material). We deduce that the control of the number of the multiple dots in a lattice by the scanning speed is mainly attributed to the overlap during the scanning process. When the fs laser is irradiated on the sample surface through the copper grid, initially seeding diffracted multiple ripple dots is induced. The overlap areas and positions between the seeding ripple dots and irradiation beam change with the scanning speed, which could affect the subsequent multiple dots distribution under certain conditions (Fig. S2(b)–S2(f)). This effect plays a dominant role for the subsequent multiple dots formation. Moreover, it may be also related to the SPP. Previous researches reveal that initially structured surface could affect the generation and propagation of the SPP. Hence, when the laser beam irradiates on certain positions of the initial diffracted structure, the coupling between the specially excited SPP and the irradiation laser beam may result in the subsequent multiple dots arrays. However, the exact mechanism for this phenomenon is still unclear and needs more investigations.

In the following, we compare the fs laser ablation through the copper mask to that without copper mask. Fig. 4(a) gives SEM image of the surface ablation induced by fs laser scanning with/without (left/right) mask at different pulse energies. Certain pulse energy irradiated area under these two conditions is marked with dotted lines with the same color. For \( F = 0.1 \) J/cm\(^2\) (marked by red-dotted lines), no transformation takes place without the mask. Increasing \( F \), surface transformation only occurs for large pulse energy (\( F = 0.2 \) J/cm\(^2\), marked by blue-dotted lines; \( F = 0.3 \) J/cm\(^2\), marked by black-dotted lines) higher than the ablation threshold at certain scanning speed without the mask, whereas obvious transformation takes place with the mask, as can be illustrated by the strong visual contrast. This illustrates an ablation enhancement effect induced by the diffraction-aided fs laser irradiation. The Gaussian distribution of the optical field turns into a more concentrated periodical optical field distribution (Fig. 3) through the square grids. It is supposed that the concentrated redistributed
optical field leads to the concentrated SPP excitation\textsuperscript{21–23} and coupling with the incident light plays a key role in the enhanced ablation effect.

We also examine the influence of the laser polarization direction on the surface transformation through diffraction-aided fs laser irradiation. In Fig. 4(b), the incident pulse fluence presented is 0.15 J/cm\textsuperscript{2}; $\theta$ is changed from 0\textdegree{} to 90\textdegree{} with $v$ increasing from 100 $\mu$m/s to 500 $\mu$m/s. Similarly, ripples are observed (the detailed structures are not shown here). At different scanning speeds, the grid-aided fs laser irradiated spots show nearly identical visual contrast when the relative angle changes from 0\textdegree{} to 90\textdegree{}. With fixed scanning speed, for example, of $v = 500 \mu$m/s, obvious ablation occurs when the polarization direction is aligned with specific directions ($\theta = 0\textdegree$, 80\textdegree{}, and 90\textdegree{}), whereas no obvious modification is observed for $\theta$ of 20\textdegree{}, 45\textdegree{}, and 60\textdegree{}. The corresponding ablated area is measured as a function of the relative angle to quantitatively represent this certain polarization-sensitivity level. As shown in Fig. 4(c), the ablated area monotonously increases as the scanning speed decreases at identical relative angle, which is due to the increase of the deposited laser energy per unit area.\textsuperscript{27} At the fixed scanning speed, the ablated area exhibits a quasi-cosinusoid dependent behavior on $\theta$ with a $\pi/2$ modulation periodicity. When the polarization direction is aligned with the orthogonal edge, it results in the maximum ablated area, while the polarization direction parallel to the diagonal line of the grid ($\theta = 45\textdegree$) results in the minimum ablated area. Intensity measurements reveal that no significant changes are observed. Meanwhile, no anisotropic ablation phenomenon under linearly polarized fs laser irradiation is found on the surface of (111) Si.\textsuperscript{18,28} An anisotropic formation of ripples based on the crystal orientations has been found on the surface of (100) Si with cubic crystal structure due to the direction dependence of the effective mass of electron.\textsuperscript{28} Here, the aided square grid can be seen as an additional quasi-cubic crystal structure added to the (111) Si surface. The transverse magnetic (TM) launching and directional scattering of SPPs are proposed to be responsible for this polarization-dependent ablation effect. Directional SPP scattering along the polarization direction by the initially formed ripple structures can be achieved under linearly polarized fs laser irradiation.\textsuperscript{18} Meanwhile, the intrinsic TM state of the SPP field leads to a TM incidence for the SPP launching.
Thus, the SPP launching and coupling is perpendicular to the ripple structures (see Fig. S3 in the supplementary material for the schematic illustration). The ablation of the multiple dots reaches the maximum by the overlap of the directional SPP launching and coupling when the polarization direction is along the orthogonal edge of the square aperture ($\theta = 0^\circ / 90^\circ$), while with a minimum when the polarization direction is aligned with the diagonal line of the aperture ($\theta = 45^\circ$).

Besides the polarization-dependent sensitivity effect, the polarization direction is also demonstrated to be a key parameter for the striped ripple lines formation. Fig. S4 in supplementary material shows the striped ripple lines formation process. The direction of striped ripple lines is along one edge of the square grid. This is because the periodic striped ripple dots can be regarded as a connection of the separate ripple dots. Meanwhile, a change of the direction occurs when the polarization direction turns $90^\circ$ around. This demonstrates the polarization direction maybe a key factor for the orthogonal directions selection. Figs. (a)–(f) describe the transformation of the striped ripple lines under different laser polarization directions with $v = 100 \mu m/s$. As expected, the formation of the periodic structures exhibits a polarization-dependent effect. It can be easily found that the striped ripple lines can be only found at certain angles of $0^\circ$, $20^\circ$, $30^\circ$, $40^\circ$, and $50^\circ$, whereas no regular structures (Figs. (c) and (d)) are found when the polarization direction is around the diagonal line of the square aperture. For relatively small angles ($\theta < 5^\circ$), the direction of the stripes is along the horizontal direction, while turns around when $\theta > 5^\circ$. Fig. S5 in supplementary material illustrates the corresponding schematic diagram for the striped ripple lines direction selection. An elliptical shape of the ripple structure along the polarization direction can be achieved under linearly polarized fs laser irradiation. Reduce the scanning speed, the increased laser energy leads to the reduction of the distance between the two adjacent ripple dots. Thus, the orthogonal periodic ripple dots with the minimum adjacent spacing are apt to be connected to stripe ripple lines when the polarization direction is near the horizontal or vertical directions.

In summary, we have demonstrated a tunable surface transformation by modulating the fs laser energy distribution through a diffracting copper grid mask. Three different surface transformations with controllable arrangement can be achieved by suitable scanning speeds and pulse fluence. The number of the multiple dots increases as the scanning speed increases. We attributed this abnormal phenomenon to the structures induced on the initial stage in the scanning process, which may act as seeds for subsequent multiple dots fabrication. An ablation enhancement effect is observed through the copper mask, and the ablation shows a quasi-cosinusoid-function to the relative angle ($\theta$) between the polarization direction and the edge of the square aperture with a $\pi/2$ periodicity. Moreover, the surface structured ripple lines connected by the desperate multiple dots are also found to be sensitive to the laser polarization directions. The enhanced energy absorption along the laser polarization direction and the elliptical morphology induced by the enhanced SPP scattering along the polarization direction are proposed to be responsible for the selective connected directions of the striped ripple lines. This research demonstrates an extra feasibility and tunability of surface micro/nanostructures patterns under the irradiation of fs laser pulse, which show great potentials for precise machining and micro/nano-fabrication.
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24. See supplementary material at http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4938244 for details of additional experimental results, schematic diagrams, striped ripple lines connection, and Fresnel diffraction by square aperture.